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I. How do you look for and find an
internship?
• Never	easy because:	

• Do	not	exactly know	what you want
• Do	not	have	the	network	(and	so how	to	begin)	
• A	competitive job	market (especially for	4A	vs.	5A)	

• Questions:
• Who has already found her/his internship?
• What did you do to connect with the job market?
• What are the main difficulties you are facing?

• Not an excuse that your goal-s / interest-s will evolve, but you must force yourself to specify and make
choices
• A non-decision is a decision, but rarely a good decision

• Don't think that some jobs are not for you… especially when you are a woman (diplomacy)

• à You	should draw a	strategy to	reach your aim…	but	how?	



II. How do you look for and find an
internship?

1)	YOU	 2)	JOB	MARKET

What do	I	want?
[Goal]

How	could I	reach it?
[Strategy]

à A	few	tips/good	practices



1)	Clarify your (main)	goal	/	interest
• ‘Could you give me a contact to find an internship in the defence industry field?’ ‘What would be your

advice to get an internship in IR?’
• Difficult to answer because too broad
• Clarifying your goal / interest… how?

• Drawing up a list of very simple questions to prioritise your preferences:
• In France or abroad?
• In the public or private sector?
• For the State or an IO?
• For a company, start-up or an interest group/NGO?
• In which sector of public action or industry?
• Working in English, French or both?
• Etc.

• You must force yourself to make choices despite the evolution of your goal / interest
• A non-decision is a decision, but rarely a good decision
• Don't think that some jobs are not for you… especially when you are a woman (diplomacy)

• Mapping a professional world



1)	Clarify your (main)	goal	/	interest

Actors

Bureaucratic
stakeholders

Military
stakeholders

Political
stakeholders

Industrial
stakeholders

Non-state	
stakeholders

International	
stakeholders

Joël	Barre	(FR)	
Sir	Nicholas	Carter,	Chief	of	Defence Staff	(UK)

Margarita	Robles (SP)
Alessandro	Profumo (IT)	

Marc	Darmon	(FR)	
Thierry	Breton	(FR)	



2)	One	goal,	several opportunities

• Always different ways and opportunities to reach your goal

• Two internships to do during your Master's degree:
• Think over two years: two long internships
• For some internships like EU institutions: better to keep for your 5A
(long process, very competitive)

• At that point:
• You have a clearer goal and at the same time, several ideas for an
internship

• And now, how could you reach this goal?



3) ScPo network

• Send emails to the Alumni who have obtained very
interesting internships in recent years

• Think also of your professors’ advice/network and Sylvie
Marant/Kaltoum Neffali

• Take the time to write properly your emails when you have
something important to ask like an internship

• The worst (and maybe the only) mistake? Thinking that ScPo
can do everything for you or nothing



4)	LinkedIn	

• Update your own page and be
active on LinkedIn… to be visible...
and obtain information

• Start building your network with
your professors, seminar guests
and their contacts
• Dr Renaud BELLAIS, Institutional
Relations Advisor, MBDA

• Axel NICOLAS, Head of European
Affairs and Studies, GICAT



5)	Keep	in	touch	with	your	network

• Go	beyond	a	list	of	names

• Send	news	to	your	network	

• Like	pages	on	social	media	

• Send	your	greetings	to	those	you	are	interested	in	



6)	Extend	your	network	

• Go to professional meetings (conferences organised by
think tanks, for example) on a regular basis

• Get involved in associations (Les Jeunes IHEDN, for
example)

• Ask practitioners for ‘career’ interviews

• à Still some difficulties to get an internship?
• Unlucky? Keep working hard. Building a network takes time
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II. Warm-up: Back to session 2

• What’s the	main	information?	

• 1)	Analysing a	scientific article?		
• i)	Question;	ii)	Case	study-ies;	iii)	Argument;	iv)	Results

• 2)	National	or	European champions?		
• A	majority of	national	champions	
• Some multidomestic/European champions	



III.	Let’s debate:	Who	runs	the	game,	
states	or	companies?

Boris	Johnson	(PM,	UK)	
Eric Trappier (Dassault	Aviation)
Charles	Woodburn (BAeSystems)
Gl François	Lecointre (CEMA)	



IV.	Let’s sum up:	Main	information	to	
keep in	mind
• 1)	DeVore,	Weiss,	2014	

• i)	Question
• ii)	Case	study-ies
• iii)	Argument
• iv)	Results

• 2)	Faure,	2019	
• i)	Question
• ii)	Case	study-ies
• iii)	Argument
• iv)	Results



i) Question

• Empirical observation
• Two similar States (UK and France)…
• ... With divergent policies: international co-operation or
not

• Puzzle
• Why did the UK cooperate when France did not
cooperate to buy fighter jet?
• Who’s in the cockpit?



ii) Case studies

• Four decisions in one sector (fighter jets)
from 60’s to 80’s

• Anglo-French Variable Geometry Aircraft
(AFVG)

• Jaguar

• Tornado (vs. Mirage 2000)

• Eurofighter (vs. Rafale)



iii) Argument

• Scientific litterature
• Liberal argument (Moravcsik)
• Defence industry (companies) as the driver

• What’s the VoC approach?
• Spread of capitalism in developed countries... but with
different configurations



iii)	Argument	

• What’s the argument?

• Stakeholders work in an institutional framework which
shapes the decision-making process

• This institutional framework is not the same from one
national context to another one:
• Rules (price on the markets)
• Institutions (networks)
• Organizations (DGA)



iii)	Argument	



iii)	Argument	

• What’s the argument?

• There are several kind of political economies:

• The British one (‘liberal’) does not structure the
decision-making in the same way as…

• … The French (‘etatist’) one



iii)	Argument



iii)	Argument	

France	 United Kingdom

Industry

State	

France	 United Kingdom

Industry X

State	 X



iv)	Results
• Contributions
• The State and the defence industry are not two separate
entities…
• ... but linked by market regulation institutions and
networks…
• … and different from one country to another one



iv) Results

What’s the	argument?	 Liberal Neo-institutionalist (VoC)

What’s the	main	driver?	 Preferences Norms
(State/industry relations)

Who’s	in	the	‘cockpit’? (National) Firms Firms in	France,	
Government in	the	UK

What are	the	case	studies
selected?	

France,	Germany,	UK	 France,	UK	

References Moravcsik (1993) DeVore,	Weiss (2014)	



iv)	Results
• Limits
• How is the governance of defence capitalism structured in Germany (Mérand, Joana,
2013)

• The Ministry of Defence is limited to administrative actors (DGA & DE&S)àWhere are
the political and military stakeholders (Bentégeat, 2021) ?

• France can not make co-operation due to its variety of capitalism? The A400M refutes
this assumption (Faure, 2019)

https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/vers-lelys%C3%A9e-et-ses-coulisses-entretien-avec-le-g%C3%A9n%C3%A9ral/id1449461859?i=1000504367628



Varieties of defence capitalism: A
typology (Mérand, Joana, 2013)

Privatisation	of	
defence activities

Civilianisation of military organisations
Demilitarization of the State



2)	Faure,	2019

• i)	Question	

• ii)	Case	study-ies

• iii)	Argument	

• iv)	Results



i)	Question	

• In order to acquire a new military
transport aircraft in the 2000s…
• Why did France decide to choose
European minilateralism (A400M)…
• rather than the alternative of Franco-
American bilateralism (C-17 and C-
130)?

• DeVore and Weiss argument doesn’t
work



ii)	Case	study

• A400M programme
• Military transport aircraft
• Minilateral Europe (seven states)
• €28 billion

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elpUGB9Ap1Y



iii)	Argument

• What’s the approach?
• Historical Sociology of Political Economies of Arms
Procurement
• Charles Tilly, Theda Skocpol, Barrington Moore Jr.,
Norbert Elias



iii)	Argument

• Argument?
• There is not one political economy which shape the
decision-making but several configurations: clash of elites

• Driver?
• Configuration of elites
• Interdependance between arms elites which is a social and
historical product
• ‘Historical dynamic’: a ‘[...] progressive and not programmed
social process’
• ‘Chain of interdependence’ defined by a relational structure



iii)	Argument	



iv)	Results



Conclusion: Who runs the game,
states or companies?
• According to:

• Moravcsik (1993), defence industry matters

• DeVore and Weiss (2014), it depends on the institutional
architecture / the variety of defence capitalism

• Faure (2019), it depends on a configuration of elites driven
by a ‘political programme’ (nation, Europe or USA): clash of
elites


